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Abstract

In the field of bioscience there is an ongoing explosive growth in discovery and information. Novel means in biotechnology as well as in medicines are introduced at an unseen rate. One of the aspects contributing to this development is the increased understanding of protein function and structure. Proteins have a role in almost every biological process. The function and structure of proteins are linked. Recent studies have discovered that the understanding of the protein structure has been biased. Namely, the studies have unearthed a previously dismissed protein structure state: intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). In this highly dynamic state a protein is without a globular fold, but does not meet the requirements of a random coil either. Rapid transition between folds renders most of the established research techniques to be poor methods to study the IDPs.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a spectroscopy method, which enables the study of molecules at atomic resolution. The technique is based upon manipulation of the nuclear spins in specifically produced sample under strong magnetic field. In this method, spins of the system generate quantum coherence state(s), which is utilized to obtain information about the system. NMR is suitable for studying samples in solid and liquid mediums, but in case of biomolecules, water solution is preferable as it resembles in vivo environment. Highly mobile structure and chemical composition of IDPs cause many established NMR experiments to fail. Development of NMR pulse sequences is an obvious approach to solve the problem.

This thesis presents a number of NMR pulse sequences, which are designed to improve acquisition of information from highly mobile sections of proteins. The key aspect is to utilize Hα atom instead of HN in coherence transfer. Additional improvements include limited residue-specific identification and novel coherence transfer pathways.

Articles I, II, and III present triple resonance experiments, which correlate protein backbone atoms. Combination of the spectra enables full sequential assignment. Article IV introduces an improved pulse sequence for measuring J couplings between nitrogen and amide proton.

The experiments were subjected to experimental verification. Comparisons were drawn between established pulse sequences. In both globular proteins and IDPs the results show improvement over established pulse sequences. The proposed sequences yielded improved assignment coverage, resolution and sensitivity enhancement.
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### List of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Amino acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>Anti-phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Circular dichroism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COS-CT</td>
<td>Coherence-order selective coherence transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSY</td>
<td>Correlation spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA</td>
<td>Chemical Shift Anisotropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Constant time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIPSI</td>
<td>Decoupling in presence of scalar interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FID</td>
<td>Free induction decay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Fourier transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>Full width at half maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSQC</td>
<td>Heteronuclear correlation spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INEPT</td>
<td>Insensitive nuclei enhanced by polarization transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDP</td>
<td>Intrinsically disordered protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDS</td>
<td>Intrinsically disordered segments (of protein)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>InPhase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUP</td>
<td>Intrinsically unfolded protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Molecular dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic resonance imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUS</td>
<td>Non-uniform sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDB</td>
<td>Protein data bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA</td>
<td>Ribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssNMR</td>
<td>Solid state NMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOCSY</td>
<td>Total correlation spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

Life at cellular level, as we know it, manifests itself in operation of molecular machines. These are wonderfully complex and sometimes bizarre machines, but machines altogether. Most of the biological machinery comprises of polymerized amino acid residues, namely, proteins. The interest in proteins is not a novel one, as their role is eminent in cellular machinery and structures. Cells, cell organs and tissues consists of carbohydrates and fatty acids in addition to peptide chains. Besides being the building blocks of life, proteins fulfill other functions as well: they enable, regulate and catalyze chemistry. In a word, proteins are essential. Therefore, comprehending protein function and dynamics is a key to understanding ourselves.

Structural biology is the study of structure and function of biomolecules. Structures of nucleic acids, carbohydrates, and polypeptides are coupled with their functions. Three dimensional (3D) structure of biological macromolecule is called ‘a fold’ and process leading into this functional state is known as folding. A function manifests itself when an interaction causes a change in the molecule. The change can be virtually any kind of change, but the crucial factor is that molecule departs from its current state. It appears that fold is crucial for the molecular function. Even small deviations in the structure may change, impair or even destroy the function of the molecule. Diseases are failures in our chemistry, stemming from either external or internal sources. For example, recent studies have linked Parkinson’s (Inamdar et al., 2012) and Alzheimer’s diseases (Caleo et al., 2012) to damaged protein structures. In order to alter the detrimental conditions and reasons leading into them, understanding of the protein structure as well as the dynamics involved in the interaction pathway is required.

This thesis is based on four articles. Each article presents novel experimental methods to study loose and flexible proteins structures. The research is done in the field of NMR spectroscopy, by improving pulse sequences. The pulse sequences devised in the Articles focus on backbone assignment (Articles I, II, and III) as well as structure refinement (Article IV). The articles form a comprehensive collection, which enables a protocol for identifying NMR signals to their sources in the chemical composition. The overall thesis presents a brief view on NMR’s theory, an introduction to the concept of intrinsically disordered proteins, and how they affect NMR experiments. Remaining of the thesis is focused on the experimental development of NMR to overcome the challenges IDPs present.

Structural biology is an multidisciplinary field of science. When dealing with multiple fields of science, terminology sometimes overlap, as is the case with “labelling”. In protein production, it refers the process in which protein structure is enriched with $^{13}$C and $^{15}$N isotopes. In pulse sequence development, labelling refers to an incremental modulation of particular coherence state.
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2 Proteins

The textbook model of protein production is a simple one: primary structure, i.e., the chemical structure, is dictated by the DNA. In protein expression, amino acids are polymerized into a linear chain, which folds into a 3D structure. Epigenetic factors also affect the folding process. Chaperone proteins or peptides (Haataja et al., 2008; Wallace, 2010) may influence the folding pathway. As the outcome of folding process, the protein collapses into a free energy minimum generating internal bonds, which contain disulphide bridges and hydrogen bonds, for example. The polypeptide forms sheets and helical structures that bind the overall structure (Nelson and Cox, 2005). Quaternary structure, in turn, defines connections between proteins and domains. Predicting protein folding from primary structure alone remains an elusive goal, that is feasible only for simple molecules (Mach and Koehl, 2013).

Protein structure is not rigid, but incorporates elements, which allow changes in the conformation. Typically, change in the fold takes place when the protein interacts with another protein or peptide. Classical "key-lock"-paradigm (Fischer, 1890) does not support this view, but a more recent induced fit theory does (Koshland, 1958). Conformation change may occur without obvious binding counterpart. Thermal noise is a typical reason for this.

A small protein usually constitute a single fold. Bigger proteins usually contain more than one self-assembling sections known as domein. The modular proteins have functionally or structurally independent regions, while globular proteins have stable, folded regions with secondary and tertiary structures. Thus, modular proteins consist of globular sections that are usually linked by flexible segments. These unstructured linkers are still a part of the polypeptide chain, although they often resemble random coils. Linkers typically exhibit a high degree of freedom and motion. They are intrinsically disordered segments (IDS) of proteins.

2.1 Intrinsically disordered proteins

Until recently, the random coil and globular structures were recognized as the only states of proteins. However, biology proves to be more subtle than simple. Refolding studies have identified proteins to exist in states between unfolded and folded: which are so called molten globule states (Dunker et al., 2002). In the molten globule state, protein side chains are no longer interacting in a stabilizing fashion, and hence the tertiary structure is lost (Dyson and Wright, 1998). The state may be induced by introducing slightly denaturing conditions (Yao et al., 1997; Donne et al., 1997; Eliezer et al., 1997). Molten globule must not be confused with a reaction transition state. The molten globule state model is more akin to fluctuation between structure and random coil. Due to the fluctuation, molten globule is not a transition state between the two, but it is a state of its own. The lifetime of the state is significant and transition does not have a clear direction. Not only segments of proteins may have this disordered property, but whole proteins may exhibit this state (Uversky, 2002) and are thus dubbed intrinsically disordered proteins. By the same logic, sections exhibiting disordered properties are dubbed intrinsically disordered segments (IDSs).

Initially IDPs were thought to be a biological burden, an evolutionary dead end (Nelson and Cox, 2005). Their importance was underestimated as they do not form a stable 3D structure and thus they were thought to be unfit for performing the classic "key-lock" -paradigm of protein function (Fischer, 1890). It has been shown that IDPs fulfill various roles, some of which are vital for eukaryotic cell functions. For example, IDPs act as molecular recognition domains, protein folding inhibitors, gene expression regulators, flexible linkers, entropic springs, entropic clocks, signal processing regulators, and entropic bristles (Dunker et al., 2001). Indeed, IDPs/IDSs are abundant as 10% of all proteins can be classified as IDPs and 30% of eukaryotic proteins embodying IDS with a length of ≥ 50 consecutive amino acid residues (Dunker et al., 2001).

Terminology concerning IDPs is not yet completely established. Therefore, different names, like natively unfolded proteins (Minde et al., 2011), intrinsically unfolded proteins (Lee et al., 2012),
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...intrinsically unstructured proteins (Das and Mukhopadhyay, 2011) are used. However, these all describe equivalent semi structureless state.

2.1.1 Biophysical aspects of IDPs

The distinction between random coil and IDPs is poorly defined. However, necessary aspects of IDPs can be described. Most prominent is the instability of the fold. Electrostatic repulsion between non-compensated charges render the hydrophobic attraction inadequate to maintain a fold (Uversky et al., 1999). The concept of a fold is ill suited for short peptides as they often lack stabilizing elements. Therefore, in order for a segment to be considered an IDS, the length of the section must be sufficient. Additionally, the segment must express notable flexibility and mobility between transition states. The characteristic factor of IDPs and IDSs appears to be that they retain functionality (Uversky, 2009b).

Protein conformation is not rigid. Transition between conformations occurs when binding or interaction with ligand takes place. A binding pathway describes the trajectory of each atom in space as a function of time. Accordingly, a dissociation pathway may, or may not, be the reverse of the binding pathway. At temperatures above 0 K, molecules vibrate and tumble. This causes structures to be under constant stress (Brehm and Mullin, 1989). Proteins, which have multiple conformations available to them, transit between conformations and a lifetime of a particular conformation is significantly longer than a transition time. In case of IDSs, energy landscape for local conformations contains numerous energy minums with flat potential barriers. So much so, that the concept of single dominant fold becomes meaningless as the lifetime difference between transition states and end state is indivisible. Therefore, a conformational ensemble is a more accurate description of the system. IDPs are not to be confused with misfolded or aggregated proteins. While IDPs may appear to be non-functional most of the time, they are able to function in native conditions or when binding to a partner (Aitio et al., 2010). Function is the main defining attribute of IDPs (Dunker et al., 1998).

Small peptides are typically free to adopt conformations and make transitions between states due to thermal motion and lack of internal restraints. These are not considered IDPs or IDSs because the length of a polypeptide must be sufficient to form meaningful structure. Literature sets the generally accepted length of IDP to be at least 30 residues (Fink, 2005; Das and Mukhopadhyay, 2011).

2.1.2 Investigation of IDPs

The interest to study IDPs is not novel (Sigler, 1988). Motivation to study flexible systems stems partly from proteins that are associated with virus entry (Roux and Taylor, 2007). Thus, strides in the field have been undertaken, but details about interactions remain scant (Folkers et al., 1989; Fink, 1998; Dunker et al., 2005). The reason for the poor results stems from the investigation techniques themselves. They are not suitable for studying highly mobile systems. Detection methods are typically based upon observing a signal stemming from multiples of symmetrical, stable structures. All of which IDPs exhibit poorly (Ramirez-Alvarado et al., 1997).

Due to the challenges presented by IDPs, the methodologies applied to the problem are diverse. X-ray crystallography has been employed with limited success in case of IDSs: diffraction maps exhibit poor resolution from flexible segments. Theoretically, the crystallization may force a segment into local energy minima, which is not necessarily the functional form in vivo. Obviously, the protein crystallography is hardly able to identify the function of the flexible regions. Therefore, the challenge is faced using CD spectroscopy (Kussie et al., 1996), size exclusion chromatography (Mohan et al., 2006), small angle X-ray scattering (Fink, 1998), dynamic light scattering (Ferron et al., 2006), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (Natalello et al., 2012), aggregation studies (Lindinga et al., 2004), Raman Spectroscopy (Uversky and Longhi, 2010), as well as NMR spectroscopy (Dyson and Wright, 1991).
The conformation of IDPs flux seemingly, indicating small potential energy difference between individual conformation states. Destabilizing globular sections by mutating the primary structure reveals that the Gibbs free energy difference between IDS and ordered segment is small (Espinoza-Fonseca, 2009; Sarai, 2012). However, the difference is minuscule when compared to the energy required to denature globular protein structure (Makhatadze and Privalov, 1996). Relatively flat free energy landscape enables multiple pathways rendering most common investigation methods inoperable (Raoa and Karplus, 2010).
3 Nuclear magnetic resonance

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a spectroscopic method based on manipulation of nuclear spins in a high magnetic field via radio frequency irradiation (Bloch et al., 1946). A spin system will absorb the energy of the radiation, which leads to a labile excited state. The spins in the system precess around the external magnetic field. The motion is observable since it induces alternating voltage in receiver coils. Based on the observed signal, one is able to deduce dynamics and structure of the system. More sophisticated information is obtained by manipulating the spin system to form coupled coherences and measuring the formation rate incrementally.

The nuclear spin is an internal property of nucleon, which explains, but is not limited to, magnetic properties of nucleon. The spin determines magnetic properties of an nucleus and obeys the same mathematical identities as the impulse momentum. If a specimen is placed in a strong magnetic field, we are able to observe emission energy level splits. This is commonly known as the Zeeman effect (Zeeman, 1897). Spin-1/2 particles have two energy states. In addition to the states, the spins have a direction in space. This is known as the spin vector. Energy minimum for the spin vector is parallel or antiparallel to an external magnetic field, depending on the gyromagnetic ratio of the isotope in question. However, quantum mechanics requires that the spins revolve around the axis of the magnetic field (Abragam, 1961). The spinning magnetic dipole contributes to a dipole moment \( \vec{\mu} \), which is proportional to the spin angular momentum \( \vec{I} \) of the particle as described in Equation 1 (Cavanagh et al., 2007; Goldman, 1988).

\[
\vec{\mu} = \gamma \vec{I} \tag{1}
\]

In Equation 1, \( \gamma \) is the gyromagnetic ratio of an isotope in question. When placed in magnetic field, the dipole moment will align with the field. Spin has two states (\( \pm \frac{1}{2} \)) and the energy difference between levels is \( \Delta E = h \gamma B_0 \). In experimental temperatures and macroscopic population of \( N \) spins, the net magnetization is Abragam (1961): \( M = B_0 \frac{N \gamma^2 h^2 \hbar (I + 1/2)}{4m T} \), in which \( B \) is magnetic field, \( T \) is the temperature, \( k \) the Boltzmann constant and \( I \) is the spin angular momentum. \( M \) is interpreted to be the net magnetic moment. The population ratio between the spin states in a magnetic field can be shown to differ from each other. The magnitude of the difference in a sample is \( \propto 10^{-12} \) at room temperature (Bloch, 1946).

3.1 Interactions

Spins interact with each other according to laws of quantum mechanics (Abragam, 1961; Eisberg and Resnick, 1985; Griffiths, 2005; Cavanagh et al., 2007). Hamiltonian operators describe the evolution of a particular state. Larmor frequency (\( \omega \)) describes precession frequency of a spin in a magnetic field. Zeeman Hamiltonian (Cavanagh et al., 2007; Goldman, 1988) in Equation 2 leads to the description of Larmor frequency in Equation 3:

\[
H_{\text{Zeeman}} = -\vec{\mu} \cdot \vec{B} = -\mu_z B_0 = -\gamma B_0 I_z \tag{2}
\]

\[
\omega_0 = -\gamma B_0 \tag{3}
\]

Chemical shift

Chemical shift describes the local magnetic field affecting a particular nucleus. External magnetic field is assumed to be homogenous, and thus the chemical shift consists of local magnetic fields produced by orbital electrons as well as other nuclear spins. \( \vec{B}_{\text{total}} = \vec{B}_{\text{external}} + \sum \vec{B}_{\text{spin}} \).

Coupling

The interaction between spins is mediated either directly by photons or indirectly by electrons involved in chemical bonds. The interaction is denoted in quantum mechanics by cross terms between two wave functions (Griffiths, 1999). The cross term is known in NMR as the J-resolved
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term. Coupled coherent state is the basis for multidimensional NMR spectroscopy. State evolution between two scalar-coupled spins is described by the scalar Hamiltonian:

\[ H_0 = H_z + H_j = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \omega_i I_z + 2\pi \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \sum_{j=i+1}^{N} J_{ij} \vec{I}_i \cdot \vec{I}_j \]  

(4)

In the Equation 4 \( \omega \) is the Larmor frequency and \( J \) is the scalar coupling constant. The interaction between two or more spins, that is mediated through chemical bonds, is called spin coupling. In NMR spins are governed by two main interactions: An indirect spin coupling interaction known as J coupling, which is transferred through a chemical bond. Second relevant interaction is direct dipole-dipole interaction, which will be described later. In a liquid state, the J coupling tensor is reduced to a single number, i.e., to scalar coupling. The strength of scalar coupling describes how rapidly a coherence between the spins will arise. Under a strong magnetic field the effect of the cross terms is decreased. The weak coupling limit, as given in Equation 5, is a practical approximation. This essentially omits cross terms from other spins than the spins of interest.

The approximation is justifiable as the magnitudes of J couplings in protein samples range from \( 10^2 \) Hz to zero Hz and Larmor frequencies are measured on the magnitude of \( 10^6 \) Hz. The result of this approximation simplifies the Hamiltonian between two spins, as seen in Equation 6.

\[ |\omega_i - \omega_j| \gg 2\pi J_{ij} \]  

(5)

\[ H_{IS} = \omega_I I_z + \omega_S S_z + 2\pi J_{IS} I_z \cdot S_z \]  

(6)

J coupling

In Equation 6, \( \omega \) is the Larmor frequency of nucleus \( x \) and \( J_{IS} \) is a coupling constant between nuclei. This constant is commonly known as the J coupling. The J coupling plays an essential role in transferring coherence from one nucleus to a neighboring nucleus by fulfilling the requirement for the transfer time to be \( 2\tau = 1/(2J) \). All nuclei in the system are coupled. However, in practice couplings over more than three bonds are no longer useful since the transfer time \( T \), which are proportional to \( 1/J_{ij} \), becomes so long that the coherence will relax beyond detection. In order to successfully establish coherences, knowledge of the magnitude of J couplings is essential for setting the coherence transfer time (Cavanagh et al., 2007).

Dipolar coupling

Second of the two governing interactions in NMR experiment is the dipolar interaction. The interaction is not mediated through a chemical bond, but through space by photons, which is commonly known as dipole-dipole interaction. Equation 7 presents classical magnetostatic energy between two dipoles (\( \vec{\mu}_i \) and \( \vec{\mu}_k \)) (Mansfield and O’Sullivan, 1999). From previous, one can derive Diopolar Hamiltonian corresponds to the classical energy as present in Equation 8 (Goldman, 1988).

\[ E = \frac{1}{r^3} \left( (\vec{\mu}_i \cdot \vec{\mu}_k - 3(\vec{\mu}_i \cdot \vec{n})(\vec{\mu}_k \cdot \vec{n})) \right) \]  

(7)

\[ H = \frac{\hbar \gamma_i \gamma_k}{r^3} \left\{ \vec{P}_i \cdot \vec{P}_k - 3I_z I_z \right\} \]  

(8)

In Equations 7 and 8 \( \gamma_i \) is the respective gyromagnetic ratio, \( r \) is the distance in space between spins and \( \vec{n} \) unit vector \( \vec{r}/r \). In isotropic solution environment, the Brownian motion causes the molecule to tumble randomly causing orientation-dependent magnetic interactions average themselves to zero. Dipolar couplings are only observed in anisotropic conditions (Brunner, 2001). This is highly useful property when designing NMR pulse sequences for liquid medium as it simplifies the mathematics.

In case of oriented or semi-oriented system the observed dipolar coupling between I and J is a function of two angles as seen in Equation 9 (Lipsitz and Tjandra, 2004).

\[ D_{IJ}(\theta, \phi) = A_{IJ} \left\{ (3 \cos^2 \theta - 1) + \frac{3}{2} R \sin^2 \theta \cos 2\phi \right\} \]  

(9)
In Equation 9 $A^{ij}$ is the axial component, and $R$ is the and rhombic component of the molecular alignment tensor, $\theta$ is the angle between $z$ axis of the alignment tensor and the bond vector and $\phi$ is the angle between the projection of the bond vector onto the x-y plane and the x axis. The angles are presented in principal coordinate frame of the orientation tensor and the angles are not those of in laboratory frame. Turns out, in Equation 9 the eminent variables for RDCs are the angles $\theta$ and $\phi$ (Lipsitz and Tjandra, 2004).

In solid state NMR (SSNMR) the dipolar couplings have significant role (Frydman and Hardwood, 1995). SSNMR pulse sequence design is a field of its own and is not discussed in this thesis. Semi-homogenous sample medium can be utilized to restrict free tumbling. Typically, this is utilized to measure residual dipolar couplings (RDCs). RDCs will be discussed further in the Article IV.

3.2 Utilization of interactions in NMR

Interactions governing coherence transfer during an NMR experiment are dipolar and spin coupling. Basic distinction is the interaction medium. Chemical bond provides medium for the spin coupling, whereas the dipolar interaction takes place between dipoles through space. Higher terms from the interaction series expansion, such as quadrupole interaction, are usually omitted as the impact of the higher terms on the experimental design is minor.

Attaining a desired coherence state requires manipulation of the spins in precise ways. The manipulation scheme is referred to as a pulse sequence. It is implemented as a computer program, which controls radio frequency pulses and delays. In order to successfully design a transfer scheme, the evolution of each quantum coherence state must be calculated at each step. The evolution of the coherence state is described by the scalar Hamiltonian in Equation 4.

Chemical shift

Identification of the chemical shift for individual nucleus is essential for structure determination. In theory, each nucleus has a unique magnetic environment. However, in practice signals are not delta-spikes (Sayer and Mansingh, 2005). Signals with wide full width at half maximum (FWHM) overlap with each other, rendering identification difficult. The observed signal is a weighted average over time of all the conformations present in the sample. Robust structures provide superior distribution of chemical shifts in the sample compared to the flexible structures. Two categories of motion must be recognized: the overall tumbling of the molecule and motion within the molecule. The first one is generally desirable as seen in Equation 9. The latter causes chemical shifts to homogenize, which causes assignment problems.

Coupling

Spins in the protein couple with each other generating coherence states. Generation and transfer of coherence between nuclei enables multidimensional NMR spectroscopy. Typically, the coherence is transferred through a pathway in order to separate the resonance frequencies from each other through modulation with specific coupling partners. The coherence transfer pathway is often selected to survive by adjusting delays and active destruction via phase cycling or gradient selection (Bax et al., 1980).

Modern multidimensional NMR spectrum is constructed from directly detected dimension and number of indirect dimensions. The frequencies in the indirect dimensions are collected by labelling the coherence with particular nucleus’ frequencies. The labelling relies on the rate of coherence evolution. Each added dimension improves the resolution by reducing the signal overlap. This can be thought as a resonance vector, in which each element corresponds to resonance frequency of a labelled nucleus. However, the improved resolution is achieved at the cost of precision, which is caused by reduced signal intensity due to relaxation and transfer efficiency.
Multidimensional NMR utilizes interaction mechanisms to bring the system into a desired quantum coherence state. The state depends on the specific goal of the study. A pulse sequence is a set of specifications on how and when to pulse the sample in order to reach the state. For example, couplings can be measured via varying delays allocated for coherences to emerge. The emergence of the coherence state is described by the latter terms of Equation 4. When all the interactions are taken into account, the result is a cumbersome calculation. Typical approximation is to set all but the desired coherence emerging to be negligible. Other effects are discussed later.

**J coupling**

J coupling or scalar coupling describes the emergence speed of coupled state between two isotopes. Detailed knowledge of J couplings in the system is paramount in the pulse sequence implementation. In order to obtain as high coherence as possible, the transfer delays must be set to maximize the transfer condition. Typically this is $\sin(2\pi J_{xy}T)$. In Figure 2 are presented common magnitudes for J couplings in a amino acid residue. Additionally, the spectral density of J couplings present in the protein can be utilized to assess the robustness of the structure. In the IDSs the couplings do not exhibit values that are typical of helices or sheets.

![Figure 1. Angles phi, psi and chi define conformation of an amino acid residue.](image)

Scalar couplings depend on the torsion angle between the atoms. The relevant angles for structure determination, and NMR, are present in Figure 1. By measuring the coupling, it is possible to define the local conformational space of the protein section in question leading into overall superior model (Dingley et al., 2001). The peptide bond between residues is relatively stiff and does not allow extensive motion (Zumdahl and Zumdahl, 2003). This property allows the peptide backbone to be modeled as interconnected planes. Orientation of the backbone can be thus modeled by determining the relative angle between the planes. A simple method of determining the plane orientation can be done by measuring scalar couplings over three bonds. Rudimentary interpretation of the coupling magnitude to angle can be done via applying the Karplus Equation (Karplus, 1958; Minch, 1994):

$$3J = A \cos^2\theta + B \cos \theta + C$$

(10)

Equation 10 describes the relation between the J coupling and the dihedral angle $\theta$ over three bonds in an amino acid residue. Constants A, B, and C are determined empirically and hence Karplus Equation provides only relative information between the angles (Cornilescu et al., 1999). However, measurements over three bonds $J_{H^\alpha H N}$ have been shown to provide further insight to protein structure (Dyson and Wright, 1991).

![Figure 2. Typical magnitudes of J couplings of amino acid residues in Hz (Sattler et al., 1999).](image)
Residual dipolar couplings

Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) stem from anisotropic tumbling of the molecule in solution. This can be modeled by partially degenerated magnetic susceptibility tensor (Saupe and Engelert, 1963). In liquid medium the tensor has little effect as the averaging caused by Brownian motion removes angle dependencies from the relation, causing the tensor to degenerate into a scalar. While this is typically a desirable effect, there is an additional way to take advantage of this property. By partly restricting the motion of the protein in transverse plane relative to magnetic field, one is able to obtain fine details about the alignment of particular bond vectors, which in turn can be incorporated into structure calculation step (Schwieters et al., 2003).

A common way to obtain RDCs in a liquid medium is to introduce aligned particles. Usually these are steric and electromagnetic agents, such as bacteriophages, polyacrylamide gels or bicelles (Higman et al., 2011). While there are no restrictions between which atoms the RDCs are measured, the typical approach is to measure couplings between amide protons and amide nitrogens or between carbons and the associated protons (Tjandra et al., 1997).

Nuclear Overhauser effect

Dipolar interaction enables establishment of distance restrictions by utilizing nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE). The NOE is used to generate coherence between dipoles through space and by utilizing the knowledge that the coherence signal intensity is inversely proportional to the sixth power of distance ($\propto \frac{1}{r^6}$). This is used to establish distance restraints between atoms. NOE data is used to determine both backbone conformation and side chain orientation. Typically, NOE is measured utilizing NOESY pulse sequence (Noggle and Shirmer, 1971).
4 Protein NMR spectroscopy

Three dimensional structure of small and medium sized proteins can be determined using NMR spectroscopy. The method is limited by the protein size and stability. Structures of globular proteins whose weight is 25 kDa\(^1\) and less are solved routinely. Structure determination contains four steps. First, a sample with NMR active isotopes is obtained via expressing the protein in isotope enriched medium. The second step is acquiring a set of high quality spectra from the sample. The third step is assigning signals to their source nuclei in the amino acid sequence. Lastly, an ensemble of structures is computed. NMR as a technique has by now proven to be successful since 12% of protein structures in the Protein Data Bank have been solved via NMR (RCSB, a).

Modern heteronuclear NMR requires concentrated, isotopically labelled samples. Structure determination via NMR is based on identification resonance frequencies of nuclei and obtaining distance restraints between nuclei. In addition to these, supplementary information may be gathered, such as couplings, residual dipolar couplings, and relaxation times. Data processing has two separate steps. Correlation spectrum is construction via Fourier transformations and demands little from modern hardware Press et al. (2007). Latter part of the data processing, known as the assignment, is a manual labor-intensive process. Depending on the size and quality of the sample, the assignment takes from weeks to months.

NMR sample must be enriched with isotopes, which net spin deviates from zero, as indicated in Equation 1. Most commonly protein NMR utilizes \(^1\)H, \(^15\)N, and \(^13\)C isotopes. In some cases, utilizing \(^31\)P has proven to be beneficial (Marie et al., 2012). Natural abundance of these isotopes is enough for recording simple spectra (Avison et al., 1988), but not enough for acquiring multidimensional spectra and not for studying larger proteins (Brehm and Mullin, 1989). Thus, the established technique to obtain an isotope labelled sample is to express the protein in a medium that is enriched with desired isotopes (Primrose et al., 2001). The required amount of purified sample is more than 100 \(\mu\) moles. The exact amount required varies depending on the protein, but as a rule of thumb one is able to determine the three-dimensional structure from a sample, whose concentration is 0.1-1 mM.

Modern protein structure determination utilizes the identification of chemical shifts of protons. The structure determination could be done by referring any common nuclei in the structure, but the Larmor frequencies difference renders such approach less than optimal (Weast and Astle, 1982). Signal identification is routinely done by generating a set of multidimensional correlation spectra, which correlate a common nucleus, allowing sequential overlap from one residue to next. Conflated with prior knowledge of expressed protein sequence, each signal can be associated with its source nucleus. In case of unknown structure, specific pulse sequences can be employed to identify the residues (Bhavesh et al., 2001).

A correlation spectrum consists of resonance peaks in two or more dimensions. The peaks appear at cross sections where frequencies match those of nuclei labelled in coherence transfer pathway. Each residue undergoes similar coherence transfer sequence and yields coherence cross-peak(s).

A labelling occurs when coherence is evolved and measured incrementally. The labelling may be done while coherence is transferred or while disallowing the transfer. In former case, the labelling is typically utilized to measure the coupling and in latter one, the nuclei resonance frequency. The labelling interaction is governed by the first term of the Hamiltonian in the Equation 4. Ideally, the labelling sequence modifies the coherence by a coefficient, which is a function of the resonance frequency of the nucleus being labelled (Griffiths, 2005).

\(^1\)Da is not SI unit, but this convention is established in the field. 1u=1Da
Table 1. Common pulse sequences used in protein structure determination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse sequence</th>
<th>Coherence correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HNCA</td>
<td>HN(i)N(i)C(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN(CO)CA</td>
<td>HN(i)N(i)C(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN(CA)CO</td>
<td>HN(i)N(i)C'(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNCO</td>
<td>HN(i)N(i)C'(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNCACB</td>
<td>HN(i)N(i)C'(i)C(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCA(CO)NH</td>
<td>HN(i)N(i)C'(i-1)C'(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H)CC(CO)NH</td>
<td>HN(i)N(i)C'(i-1)C(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H(CCCO)NH</td>
<td>HN(i)N(i)H(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOESY</td>
<td>H(i),H(j)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Common coherence pathways utilized in structure determination.

The signals are associated with their source nuclei by walking along the amino acid sequence from one cross peak to another. The pulse sequence(s), which overlap on nuclei in residues enable tracing connections throughout the protein backbone. Once the sequence of frequencies are known, one is able to assign the frequencies to particular nuclei by combining them with prior knowledge of protein sequence.

A continuous sequential assignment is required for successful assignment process. True to form, this becomes more and more challenging for increasingly larger proteins. Size is not the only obstacle for the assignment process. Specifically, the sequential assignment will be interrupted at prolines when that relies on pulse sequence utilizing amide protons. HNCO stands as the prime example for this limitation. In practice this is bypassed by measuring additional assignment pathways (Wang et al., 1995). Some of the possible pathways are presented in Figure 3. In special cases, specific tailoring of pulse sequences may be required. This issue is addressed in Articles II and III. Another deviation occurs in glycines, which do not have a side chain. Experiments attempting to transfer or utilize $\beta$-carbon are going to produce either no signal or even artifacts. This issue also provides opportunities as seen in Article I.

Side chain assignment is performed with similar principles. The side chain protons are identified by linking their resonances to the backbone. Akin to backbone assignment, there are many sequences to assign the side chain resonances. For example, aliphatic side chains can be assigned utilizing $^1$H-$^13$C-HSQC, CC(CO)NH, H(CCCO)NH and HCCH-COSY. Whereas for aromatic residues one might utilize (HB)CB(CGCD)HD, (HB)CB(CGCDCE)HE, HCCH-COSY, and $^{13}$C-edited 3D-NOESY-HSQC. Representation of correlated nuclei is identical to that of the backbone as seen in Figure 4.
Investigating protein structure is relatively straightforward (Drenth, 2007). However, the dynamics of the protein interactions are more challenging to investigate. Subsections of proteins fold on a timescale of nanoseconds (Williams et al., 1996; Burkoff et al., 2012). Direct observations of events in this timescale is impossible with NMR. Excitation pulses are typically around ten µs at high field strengths. FID requires around 100 ms, setting the upper limit of observable reaction speed. Typically single recording exhibits poor resolution. Established approach is to record numerous transients in order to obtain high quality data. More complex molecules require multidimensional spectra to be recorded. However, even the fastest multidimensional experiments require seconds to run (Amero et al., 2008; Schanda et al., 2005). NMR is not limited when observing slower reactions. The technique does not degenerate the sample and recording spectra from slow reactions is feasible. For example, incrementally modifying the reaction balance is a way to study the dynamics of the reaction. Titration studies have proven to be a powerful tool in NMR (Bundi and Wüthrich, 1979).

### 4.1 Challenges of IDPs to NMR

Intrinsically disordered proteins present novel challenges to the structural characterization. Most of the challenges stem from the flexible backbone of IDPs. The four most notable properties of IDPs are from the perspective of NMR are 1) a narrow chemical shift dispersion (Wüthrich, 1986), 2) proline rich segments (Marsh and Forman-Kay, 2010), 3) high amide proton exchange rate (Fersht, 2003), and 4) high tolerance for wide range of pH environments (Uversky, 2009a).  

#### 4.1.1 Chemical shift dispersion

A chemical shift of a nucleus is a weighted average over time of all the conformations present in the sample. In globular proteins, the rigid structure prevents excessive motion, cause wide chemical shift dispersion. IDPs lack stabilizing elements, like hydrophobic core and hydrogen bonds, enabling motion within the protein. The result is poor dispersion in proton dimension as demonstrated in Figure 5. Both, the bonds and dihedral angles vary enabling rapid transition between conformation states. Motion essentially causes averaging of the chemical shift and, thus, leads into poor proton shift dispersion. Poor dispersion in turn causes signal identification to fail and prevents from obtaining the assignment (Yao et al., 1997).  

In flexible systems, amide proton chemical shifts are more homogeneous than those of alpha protons. Amide proton chemical shift homogeneity stems from the relatively stiff peptide bond. Chemical shift of alpha protons is affected more by the neighboring side chain, causing the shifts to be modulated by the residue type. Indeed, an IDS identifier is the poor chemical shift dispersion in the amide proton dimension (Oldstone et al., 1991; Espinoza-Fonseca et al., 2012).
4.1.2 Amino acid composition

IDPs tend to incorporate a high number of prolines. Unique side chain structure of proline causes it to function differently from other 19 amino acids (AA). Prolines essentially prevent polypeptides from forming secondary structures (Li et al., 1996). Typically, AA residues occur only in trans-isomer, but in prolines the energy difference between the cis and trans states is low enough to allow significant population of both conformations (Steinberg et al., 1960). Lack of rigidity in the proline structure causes the IDPs and IDSs to exhibit larger radii of gyration than that of globular counter parts. True to form, IDPs radii of gyration is lower than that of random coils (Boze et al., 2010).

Proline rich segments have been associated with segments exhibiting unstructured nature as well as functional sites (Polverini et al., 2008; Kay et al., 2000; Marsh and Forman-Kay, 2010; Köhler et al., 2010). Designing functional sites is highly desirable, but is difficult (Koga et al., 2012).

4.1.3 Proton exchange rate

Hydrogen atoms of proteins exchange with those of water solvent, causing signal loss and hence, reduces sensitivity. Amide proton exchange rate is significant, whereas that of alpha proton is not (Krishna et al., 1979; David et al., 1994; Faleev et al., 2004). Proton exchange rates ($pK_a$) vary, but is a function of pH, temperature, location, and interactions.

Exchange rates are slower for the protons located in the hydrophobic core or shielded by hydrophilic structures (Yi and Baker, 1996). Additionally, if the proton is involved in hydrogen bond, the exchange rate is lower (Yi and Baker, 1996). Temperature is an obvious variable for the exchange rate. Increased vibration and kinetic energy enable breaking the potential barriers of the bonds. Availability of protons, i.e., pH, is associated with the proton exchange rates (Wüthrich, 1986).

A way to observe reaction, is to shift the reaction balance incrementally (Fersht, 2003). Modification of the reaction environment factors is a way to influence reaction fold or dynamics. Modifying the environment to alkali conditions may be a way to shift the reaction balance, but this causes NMR signals to diminish due to proton exchange with solvent. An example of the effect on the fold by environment manipulation is the addition of deuterium ($D_2O$), which is typically added 5-10% v/v to the sample. Deuterium has a small effect on folding (Fersht, 2003). Rising temperature is generally desirable from the perspective of NMR. High temperatures cause NMR to exhibit smaller FWHM due to more rapid tumbling of the protein. However, globular proteins denature at extreme temperature or pH (Fersht, 2003).
IDPs suffer less from extreme conditions. High temperature is less degenerating as they do not incorporate hydrophobic core, which could break down. Breaking the peptide chain requires significantly more energy than that fold (Cabra et al., 2006; Permi and Hellman, 2012).

4.1.4 Motion in the structure

IDPs exhibit notable motion in their structure. Properties enabling motion have been described earlier. The mobility is not restricted to the backbone, but side chain rotation is an issue in itself, and is not discussed in this work. The mobility enables easy recognition of the IDPs with both NMR and other techniques. For example, semi-free polypeptide chains exhibit larger hydrodynamic radii. Additionally, the effective surface area is larger than that of globular counterparts with the same amount of residues. This enables larger binding trajectories (Shoemaker et al., 2000). Structural mobility causes notable effects, which must be taken into account when designing NMR experiments (Carrasco and de la Torre, 1999; Curcó et al., 2012).

Transverse relaxation times in globular proteins are inversely proportional to their size. $T_2$ relaxation, or the transverse relaxation, stems from spin-spin relaxation. Prominent intramolecular relaxation mechanism stems from fluctuation of dipolar magnetic field within the protein as it tumbles in the solution (Cavanagh et al., 2007). The tumbling combined with the interaction network causes effectively fluctuating magnetic field upon specific spin. The dipole-dipole force is proportional to $\frac{1}{r^6}$, so in globular proteins, the interaction network is more extensive than in IDPs. In IDPs, the rapid reorientation causes the effective spin density to be significantly smaller. The effect results the IDPs to exhibit longer $T_2$ relaxation times than those of globular counterparts. Longer $T_2$ relaxation times provide clear benefits for NMR. Signals benefit from narrower FWHM. Less prominent coherence relaxation enables longer and more sophisticated pulse sequences.

Rapid reorientation in IDPs can be observed in particular coupling constants. Coupling constants over three bonds ($^{3}J_{\alpha\text{H}}$) have been shown to be good indicators of the robustness (or the lack) of the structure (Donne et al., 1997; Dyson and Wright, 1998; Köhler et al., 2010). Flexible backbone of an IDP is seen also as a reduced dispersion of $^{3}J_{\alpha\text{H}}$ coupling constants. Globular proteins show wide range of couplings (Tycko, 2001), whereas distribution in IDPs is more narrow. Numerous conformational states of IDPs and rapid reorientation is seen in NOESY spectra. The peaks exhibit large FWHM and the overall spectrum contains fewer and weaker cross peaks.

Amide and alpha protons resonate at noticeably different frequencies. In random coil the difference is about 4 ppm (Schwarzinger et al., 2001). Even without stabilizing structures, the peptide bond cannot move extensively. This homogenizes the amide proton chemical shift even further. Alpha proton chemical shift is influenced by the side chain. Utilizing $^{3}J_{\alpha\text{H}}$ would modulate the observed signal as a function of the residue in a greater degree than amide proton. This option is explored in Articles II and III.
Materials and methods

Equipment and software

Experiments were carried out with two Varian Unity INOVA spectrometers (Unity INOVA). Field strengths of the spectrometers were 600 MHz (14.1T) and 800 MHz (18.8T). The spectrometers were equipped with $^{15}\text{N}/^{13}\text{C}/^{1}\text{H}$ triple resonance probe heads with actively shielded Z-axis gradient system.

Experiments were recorded with VNMRJ 2.1 revision B software package and analyzed with VNMRJ 2.1 revision B and Sparky 3.1.10 (VnmrJ; Sparky).

Samples

The samples were uniformly enriched with $^{15}\text{N}$ and $^{13}\text{C}$ isotopes, in order to perform heteronuclear triple resonance experiments. Experiments were evaluated using number of well studied proteins. Human ubiquitin was dissolved to 1.9 mM concentration in 5% D$_2$O, 10 mM potassium phosphate buffer with pH 5.8 (Goldstein et al., 1975). The sample was sealed in Wilmad 535PP NMR tube (Wilmad). Melanoma-associated cancer-testis antigen 16 (CT16) was dissolved in 7% D$_2$O, 10 mM NaCl buffer (Nylund et al., 2012). Protein concentration was 0.8 mM and the sample was sealed in a Shigemi microcell NMR tube (Shigemi). Immunoglobulin-binding domain B1 of streptococcal protein G (GB1) was dissolved in 20 mM potassium phosphate buffer (Sjöbring et al., 1991). The sample concentration was 1.5 mM at pH 5.5 with 7% D$_2$O. Specimen was sealed in a 250 µl Shigemi micro-cell. Fifth repeat of enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli effector (EspFU) was dissolved in buffer containing 20 mM sodium phosphate (Campellone et al., 2004). The sample concentration was 1 mM at pH 7.0 and 50 mM NaCl, supplemented with 7% D$_2$O. Specimen was sealed in a 250 µl in Shigemi micro-cell tube. The last sample was human filamin A tandem immunoglobulin-like domains 16-21 (IgFLNa 16-21) (Heikkinen et al., 2009a,b). The sample was dissolved in 50 mM NaPO$_4$, pH 6.8, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT and 2 mM NaN, supplemented with 7% D$_2$O. The concentration of specimen was 0.4 mM.

Experimental setups

The i(HCA)CO(CA)NH was developed and tested using two samples. Ubiquitin sample spectrum was recorded at 20 °C in 600 MHz, collecting 32/16 transients per FID with 19/38 and 1,024 complex points, corresponding to acquisition times of 9.5/19 and 85 ms in $t_1$ and $t_3$, respectively. Total acquisition time for the experiment was 24 min. Intraresidual HN(CA)CO was tested with similar setup: experiment recorded at 800 MHz, at 25 °C with 52, 52 and 682 complex points in $t_1$, $t_2$, and $t_3$ dimensions, respectively. The corresponding acquisition times were 17.3, 23.6, and 85.2 ms in $^{13}\text{C}'$, $^{15}\text{N}$ and $^{1}\text{H}$ dimensions, respectively. Two transients per FID were used for signal accumulation, resulting in a total experimental time of 7.3 h.

Sequences iH(CA)NCO, iHCAN, H(CA)CON, and HCA(CO)N were subject to experimental verification using GB1 and EspFU. All the spectra were recorded at 25 °C, on a 800 MHz spectrometer. The experiments were recorded using 2 transients per FID with 128 and 512 complex points, corresponding to acquisition times of 62 and 51.2 ms in $^{15}\text{N}$ and $^{1}\text{H}$ dimensions, respectively. Experimental time per each spectrum was 16 min.

The H(CA)CO(N) was recorded by using 8 (16) transients per FID with 124 (62) and, 1,024 complex points, corresponding to acquisition times of 62 (31) and 64 ms in $t_2$ ($^{13}\text{C}$) and $t_3$ ($^{1}\text{H}$). The H(CA)N spectrum of GB1, was recorded using 32 transients per FID with 96 and 1,024 complex points, corresponding to acquisition times of 27 and 64 ms in $t_1$ ($^{15}\text{N}$) and $t_3$ ($^{1}\text{H}$). The experimental time was 2 h. H(CACO)N spectrum was recorded with identical parameters except for 8 transients, resulting in total experimental time of 30 min. Intraresidual iH(CA)NCO and iH(CAN) were tested on EspFU R47, recording 4 (2) transients per FID using 96, 36 (150) and 1,024
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complex points in $^{15}$N, $^{13}$C'($^{13}$C$^{\alpha}$) and $^1$H dimensions. This corresponds to acquisition times of 27, 18 (25), and 64 ms in $t_1$, $t_2$ and $t_3$, respectively. Complementary H(CA)CON and HCA(CO)N spectra were recorded with four transients per FID using 96, 36 (41) and 1,024 complex points in $^{15}$N, $^{13}$C' ($^{13}$C$^{\alpha}$) and $^1$H dimensions, which is equal to acquisition times of 27, 18 (6.8), and 64 ms in $t_1$, $t_2$ and $t_3$, respectively.

MQ-HNCO-TROSY was tested on three proteins: ubiquitin, GB1 and IgFLNa 16-21. IgFLNa was in a dilute liquid crystal medium, composed of filamentous phage particles, Pf1 (ASLA). The phage concentration was 15 mg/ml. The experiment was recorded on both 600 and 800 MHz spectrometers. Spectra were recorded using 2 transients per FID with 128 and 512 complex points, corresponding to acquisition times of 62 and 51.2 ms in $^{15}$N and $^1$H dimensions, respectively. Experimental time per each spectrum was 16 min.

(HCA)CON(CA)H and (HCA)NCO(CA)H were verified using GB1 and CT16. CT16 was in two different buffers: the one described above, and one with 20 mM sodium phosphate. The spectra were recorded at 800 MHz and 25 °C. The experiments were measured using GB1 with 84 and 768 complex points in $t_1$ and $t_2$ were recorded using 8 transients per FID. This corresponds to acquisition times of 28 and 64 ms in $t_1$ ($^{13}$C') and $t_2$ ($^1$H) dimensions. The total experimental time for each spectrum was 33 min.

(HCA)CON(CA)H and (HCA)NCO(CA)H experiments 86, 128 and 768 complex points in $t_1$ ($^{13}$C), $t_2$ ($^{15}$N), and $t_3$ ($^1$H), respectively, were collected. This translates into acquisition times of 33.1, 42.7, and 64 ms, respectively. For iH(CA)NCO, 128 ($t_1$, $^{15}$N), 48 ($t_2$, $^{13}$C) and 768 ($t_3$, $^1$H) complex points were collected, yielding acquisition times of 42.7, 18.5, and 64 ms, respectively. For each experiment, two transients per FID were used. The total experimental time for (HCA)CON(CA)H and (HCA)NCO(CA)H experiments was 22 h each, and 16.5 h for iH(CA)NCO.
6 Results and discussion

Much of the function and structure dynamics of IDPs remain unknown. This stems from their relatively recent discovery as well as from difficulties to study unstructured polypeptides. The goal of this thesis was to improve pulse sequences utilized in the study of IDPs and dynamic structures. When measuring IDPs or loose structures with standard experiments the results suffer from signal overlap, low spectral resolution and poor signal recognition, rendering the spectra often unusable. To address these challenges, the thesis focuses on pulse sequence development. NMR has the prospect of producing tailor-made pulse sequences for specific purposes. We aimed at improving the reliability of pulse sequences in order to overcome the challenges presented by mobile structures.

The set of proposed pulse sequences is a direct attempt to characterize and take advantage of properties of IDPs. A notable change in our approach compared with standard protocol is the utilization of Hα instead of HN. This is justified by many factors. The typical HN approach fails when protein composition is proline-rich, and, thus, utilizing a different nucleus has notable benefits. The chemical dispersion in HN is poor due to averaging caused by tumbling of the molecule. A way to influence protein conformation distribution is to modify pH (Russo et al., 2012). In NMR this approach is not always preferable as in the alkali conditions the proton exchange with the solvent causes loss of signal. The amide proton exchange rates are noteworthy (Eriksson et al., 1995). Standard pulse sequences utilizing amide proton will yield poor spectra in alkali conditions. Extensive motion yields longer T2 relaxation times, which enable longer pulse sequences without critical signal loss. Prolonged relaxation times enable more complex and unorthodox pathways as explored in Articles II and III.

6.1 Pulse sequence design

A pulse sequence is a compromise between transfer efficiency and resolution. This dilemma in design stems from the limitation of relaxation and resolution required for signal identification. In addition to this dichotomy, there is the issue of suppressing noise and artifacts. For example, since the beginning of pulsed Fourier transform NMR spectroscopy, water signal has been a significant source of artifacts. Additionally, in an ideal pulse sequence, the only signals observed would be correlation peaks stemming from a desired coherence transfer pathway. However, this is rarely so, as there are often leaking coherences. These may stem from side chains and in some case from backbone. Articles I, II, and III implement the intraresidual filter to partially reduce the artifact effect from a leaking coherence transfer pathway. Each filter, however, requires additional pulses and, thus, more time. The length of a pulse sequence is ultimately limited by the relaxation and transfer efficiency. In practice, sample stability is a limiting factor. The optimal pulse sequence ultimately combines both precision and resolution.

When designing a coherence transfer pathway, the typical approach is to apply standard assumptions of operation formalism (Søransen et al., 1983). Noteworthy, assumptions that operation formalism presupposes are the following. Weak coupling limit ($|\omega_i - \omega_j| \gg 2\pi J_{ij}$) is met between two arbitrary spins. Transfer efficiency is unlimited and is calculated only in the case where it is deemed significant. Magnetization evolution during pulses is negligible. Applied pulses are precise in frequency and duration. Leaking magnetization from analyzed pathways is irrelevant as only the selected pathway is assumed to survive till FID. Labelling is assumed not to have impact on coherence being evolved.

Analysis of a pulse sequence can usually be done in independent pieces. The property stems from the design: a particular block of pulse sequence is used to perform a dedicated task. The segments are usually transferable between sequences with small modifications. Similarly, the sequences presented herein consist of established blocks. Novel sections are identifiable from the sequence via the details in the relevant article. Of the improvements two are analyzed in depth. The main features are glycine specific recognition mechanism and generalization of the
Presented pulse sequences incorporate well known established blocks, which are not analyzed. Indirectly detected dimensions utilize either gradient coherence selection (Bax et al., 1980; Vuis- ter et al., 1992) or frequency discrimination via States-TPPI phase cycling (Maudsley et al., 1978; Marion et al., 1989). In the following pulse sequence presentation, the thesis concentrates upon novel coherence transfer schemes and labelling techniques. For analysis purposes the following established segments are assumed to be known: INEPT, sensitivity enhanced INEPT (Morris and Freeman, 1979) and TROSY backtransfer (Pervushin et al., 1997). Effectively, the carbon channel is utilized to separate between carbonyl carbon and alpha carbon as the mean of the two resonance regions are 118 ppm apart, which allows an easy selection of either band. In the analysis, it is mentioned whether the pulse excites the whole channel or partial band for either C′ or Cα resonances. In the presented pulse sequences, coherence transfer pathways are selected by field gradients. When used, shaped pulses are assumed to have ideal excitation shape without phase error.

When analyzing emerging coherences, number of possible coherence pathways can be dismissed. While all possible coherences emerge, the specific transfer times, gradient selection and pulse schemes overall ensures that only the selected pathway survives for observation. For example coupling constants of $^{2}J_{C=O-N}$ and $^{2}J_{C′-N}$ are in the magnitude order of 10 and 0.5 Hz, respectively, thus transitions times from Cα and C′ to N require substantially different transfer delays. So long, that the emerging coherence from second pathway is negligible compared to selected one. Each transfer step constricts the possible pathways.

Pulse sequences are typically presented in graphical form. In this form, each excitation band is at different line. Pulses are presented in rectangles. Narrow rectangles represent $\pi/2$ pulses and wide rectangles $\pi$ pulses. Short pulses are specifically utilized to hit protons around 4 ppm. Shaped half-ellipses present shaped pulses hitting specific bands of selection. Wide and narrow ellipses present $\pi$ and $\pi/2$ pulses, respectively. Pulses are applied along X-axis unless otherwise mentioned. Gradients are presented in their own line and are presented by half-ellipses.

Coherence transfer pathway is more abstract presentation than full pulse sequence. In the Articles, the shorthand version is utilized to convey the overall idea behind each pulse sequence. This takes the form of arrows and key coherences. Each transfer pathway begins with set coherence, which is evolving. Active couplings involved in the coherence transfer are indicated in above the arrow and in the square brackets. For example, INEPT sequence would be written in this form as seen in Equation 11.

$$H^{N}(i) \xrightarrow{T; ^{1}J_{HN}} H^{N}N(i)$$

### 6.1.1 Glycine selection

Number of the presented pulse sequences utilize the double alpha protons of glycines to generate distinct coherence compared to other residues. The signal stemming from glycines is manipulated to express a $\pi/2$ phase difference relative to other residues. The phase difference expressed by glycines stems from the transfer delay $\tau_2$ following the initial INEPT transfer from $H^{a}$ to $C^{a}$ as seen in Figure 6. Typically, the delay is set to $1/(2J_{CH})$, in order to align the water signals for transition to Z axis. However, in case of glycines second alpha proton causes deviating Hamiltonian acting upon the coherence adding factor of $\cos(\pi J_{C^{a}H^{a}}\tau_2)$. This can be utilized by overextending the transfer delay to compromise by selecting the transfer delay to fit local minimum for glycines. This does lead to a marginal loss of magnetization on non-glycine residues as the transfer is not at the theoretical maximum. However, nothing prevents from setting the transfer delay to the established one and losing glycine signals. Different options may be utilized on very crowded spectra.
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Figure 6. Schematic presentation of the segment-implementing glycine specific transfer period.

Figure 7 shows simulated transfer coefficients for glycines and other amino acids. Settings for the simulation are based on prior studies (Löhr and Rüterjans, 1995; Naumann and Kuchel, 2011). The examination was carried out by simulating the coherence evolution with and without the additional cosine term and setting the J coupling $J_{ch}$ to 143 Hz. The results are consistent with prior publication (Permi, 2002).

As seen from the Figure 6, established INEPT transfer is obtained by setting the transfer delay around 2.3 ms. From 3.5 ms onward phase of the glycines has gone over $\pi$, and signal begins to emerge again. Therefore when the transfer delay is set to about 4.4 ms, one is left with decreased intensities for both components: glycines with $\pi$ phase differences compared to other signals. The phase difference unambiguously identifies the glycine residues.

Figure 7. Simulation of coherence transfers in glycines and other amino acids.

6.1.2 Intraresidual filter

This element is used in many of the presented pulse sequences. The element serves to suppress undesirable coherences that arise from coherence leaking, which is caused by closely similar couplings of $|J_{C\alpha N}| \approx |J_{C\alpha N}|$. To discriminate between one and two-bond couplings, the filtering element is based on asymmetry of the emerging coherences. The element is similar to the intraresidual filter (Permi, 2002) and, hence, it is described in the same way (Figure 8). Original experiment establishes $H^N$ coherence, which evolves to $H^N C\alpha(i-1) C\alpha(i)$ and $H^N C\alpha(i-1) C\alpha(i)$ with coefficients that have phase difference of $\pi/2$. This allows one to maximize the coherence transfer for one or the other pathway. The presented scheme is based upon $C\alpha-N$ interaction, which is active throughout the segment. The interaction causes additional coefficient to emerge, which allows minimization of leaked coherence.
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Figure 8. Schematic presentation of labelling in C’ dimension and additional coherence emergence suppression.

The experiment begins with Hα-Cα INEPT type scheme. At this point the coherence pathway is split. The analysis follows the pathway selected for survival. During the transfer delay $T_C = \frac{1}{2J_{C\alpha C'}}$ foremost coupling is $J_{C\alpha C'}$:

$$T_{C1}^{1}J_{C\alpha C'} \rightarrow C'(i)C'(i) \quad (12)$$

Next, the coherence is labelled during $2T_A$ with C’ frequency in a constant time manner (Rance et al., 1984) with refocusing pulses on N, C’, and Cα channels. Significant coherence emerging from this is:

$$2T_A^{1}J_{C\alpha N}, 2J_{C\alpha N}, 1J_{C\alpha C'} \rightarrow C'(i)N(i)\cos(\omega_Ct_1) \quad (13)$$

The term evolves during $2T_C$ when C’ and Cα are refocused.

$$T_{C2}^{1}J_{C\alpha N}, 2J_{C\alpha N}, 1J_{C\alpha C'} \rightarrow C'(i)N(i)\sin(2\pi J_{C\alpha N}(T_C + T_A))\sin(2\pi J_{C\alpha N}(T_C + T_A)) \quad (14)$$

In Equation 14 $\vartheta$ includes non-essential terms, like transfer efficiencies and labelling terms. Inter- or intraresidual pathway is selected by allowing $1J_{C\alpha N}$ and $2J_{C\alpha N}$ couplings to modulate from point a* to c in Figure 8. This causes the term to obtain factor of $\sin(2\pi J_{C\alpha N}(T_C + T_A))$ as seen in Equation 14, but the term in i:th residue expresses the same factor, but with the sine terms changed to cosine. Thus, the intra residue transfer is selected by maximizing the double cosine terms. Inter residue transfer is selected by maximizing the double sine terms, which are omitted in this presentation.

6.2 Undesirable coherences

Basis

Virtually every backbone assignment protocol includes HN(CA)CO experiment (Clubb et al., 1992; Löhr and Rüterjans, 1995). The HN(CA)CO experiment produces correlation spectrum between HN(i)-N(i)-C'(i) as well as C'(i-1). The latter C’(i) and C’(i-1) correlation peaks emerge in tandem in the same dimension. The double terms stem from the leaking coherence during the transfer from amide to alpha carbon. Difference between $J_{C\alpha N}(i)$ and $2J_{C\alpha N}(i-1)$ is too small to enable discrimination between the two pathways.

The double resonance peaks in one spectral dimension become a hurdle when signal overlap starts to hinder discrimination between signals. Numerous signals from large proteins presents an obvious problem, but even in small IDPs the assignment is hard, due to poor chemical shift dispersion. The first article set to reduce the signal overlap. The goal was to implement intraresidual filter (Permi, 2002) to HN(CA)CO experiment to dispose peaks from inter-residual
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pathway.

The design challenge was two-folded: first, the experiment produced both inter- and intraresidual correlation peaks in carbon dimension. Extra coherence pathway should similarly disposed. Secondly, the sensitivity of the experiment did not meet requirements of standard assignment protocol for large proteins. Complementary pulses sequence of HN(CA)CO is typically HNCO. Advantages of simultaneously development were recognized, but deemed unwarranted as this point.

Implementation

Development on signal overlap reduction yielded a pulse sequence with two variants. Hence dubbed i(HCA)CO(CA)HN, with and without spinlock.

i(HCA)CO(CA)NH without spinlock produces correlation spectrum between H\textsuperscript{N(i)}-N\textsuperscript{(i)}-C\textsuperscript{'(i)} as seen in Figure 9. The sequence incorporates the intraresidual filter to suppress the inter residual pathway. Sequence begins with the H\textsuperscript{\textalpha \nu} INEPT (Morris and Freeman, 1979) leading into coherence of H\textsuperscript{\textalpha }C\textsuperscript{\textalpha \nu}C\textsuperscript{\textalpha \nu}. In the next step, the magnetization is transferred to the neighboring C\textsuperscript{'(i)} atom, during which any simultaneous magnetization to proton is refocused and, thus, this particular coherence pathway can be discarded during next steps. Any leaking to protons is prevented by applying DIPSI2-decoupling pulse scheme on proton channel (Shaka et al., 1988). The following is the constant time labelling in first indirect dimension by incrementing the transfer delay 2T\textsubscript{A}, which dephases C\textsuperscript{'(i)} magnetization with respect to N\textsuperscript{(i+1)}. The labelling scheme has been already discussed above in the section describing intraresidual filter. The second indirect dimension labelling of N\textsuperscript{(i)} is carried out before returning the magnetization to the amide proton for FID recording. The second labelling scheme is conceptually similar to that described in the section presented in Figure 8 from timepoints B to C. The t\textsubscript{2} labelling scheme bears resemblance to the sensitivity enhanced HNCO. Finally, the coherence is returned to H\textsuperscript{\textalpha \nu} for observation by INEPT backtransfer protocol.

i(HCA)CO(CA)HN is presented in detail in Figure 10, and can be condensed in the following manner:

\[
\begin{align*}
H\textsuperscript{\textalpha} & \xrightarrow[1J_{HC}]{J_{HC}} C\textsuperscript{\textalpha} \xrightarrow[1J_{C\textalpha C}]{} C\textsuperscript{'}\left[2T\textsubscript{A} - t\textsubscript{1}; 1J_{C\textalpha N}; 2J_{C\textalpha N}\right] \\
& \xrightarrow[1J_{C\textalpha N}]{} N\left[2T\textsubscript{N} - t\textsubscript{2}; 1J_{C\textalpha N}; 2J_{C\textalpha N}\right] \xrightarrow[1J_{NH}]{} H\textsuperscript{\textalpha}\left[t\textsubscript{3}\right]
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 9. Correlated nuclei in i(HCA)CO(CA)NH sequence.
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Figure 10. Schematic presentation of i(HCA)CO(CA)NH pulse sequence.

The i(HCA)CO(CA)NH’s variation, i(HCA)CO(CA)NH with spinlock, begins C'α INEPT followed by transfer to C'. Next is the $t_1$ labelling section, which diverts from the version without spinlock. Essentially, the labelling sequence is exactly the same as in the previous version, but in backwards manner. Constant time $T_C + T_{CC}$ proportion of the labelling is done first and the rest is in similar fashion. Besides the labelling, the rest of the sequence is identical to the prior version. The product operator formalism is reversible and the coherence transfer is from $H_z$ to $C^a_{y}H_x$ from which the selected coherence pathway is split by the intra-residual filter. After this, the coherence $t_1$ labelled in $C^a_{x}$ dimension and the split pathways are brought together. Overall, this produces a correlation spectrum between $H^N(i)-N(i)-C^a(i)$.

i(HCA)CO(CA)NH with spinlock was implemented to improve sensitivity further in other residues than glycines. This was designed to achieved through quenching the dipolar interaction between $H^a_{y}$ and $C^a_{y}$. Relaxation rate of multiquantum coherence under quenched conditions leads into extended transverse relaxation times with respect to $C^a_{y}$ single quantum coherences.

i(HCA)CO(CA)NH with spinlock is presented in detail in Figure 11, and can be condensed in the following manner:

$$
H^a_{y} \xrightarrow{J_{HC}} C^a_{y} \xrightarrow{J_{CaN} + J_{CaC'}} C' \xrightarrow{[2T_A - t_1; J_{CN}; J_{CaN}; J_{CaC'}]} N \xrightarrow{[2T_N - t_2; J_{CaN}; J_{CaC'}]} H^N \xrightarrow{[t_3]}
$$

Figure 11. Schematic presentation of i(HCA)CO(CA)NH with spinlock pulse sequence.

Results

The i(HCA)CO(CA)NH sequence proved to be an improvement over the original pulse sequence. The inter-residual coherence pathway was suppressed and did not generate observable signal. The novel pulse sequence exhibits sensitivity enhancement of $\approx 1.65$ compared to non-TROSY.
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MQ intra-HN(CA)CO (Nietlispach, 2004) when comparing intensity of H(i)-N(i)-C'(i) correlations. Factors contributing to sensitivity enhancement stem from the length of the experiment. i(HCA)CO(CA)NH is approximately 50 ms shorter than the original intra-HN(CA)CO counterpart. The novel sequence provides superior sensitivity for both structured and unstructured regions in small and medium sized proteins. i(HCA)CO(CA)NH functioned in tandem with a number of established pulse sequence without complications. The pulse sequence accomplished the goals set for the work.

i(HCA)CO(CA)NH with spinlock was designed as a concept and no experimental data was collected. Theoretically, the sensitivity improvement stems from the quenching of mutual dipolar interaction between Hα and Cα, reducing the transverse relaxation effect. Calculations show improved relaxation times compared to starting scheme.

6.3 Deviating from the amide proton approach

Basis

Implementing a filtering element into the HN(CA)CO experiment yielded the desired results. However, the filter did only partially solve the signal overlap issue when studying IDPs. Further development to improve resolution was deemed necessary. The goal was set to reduce signal loss from the proton exchange rate and further reduce signal overlap. As shown prior, utilization of amide proton is a source of problems when investigating IDPs with NMR. Alternative options for the established approach (Rule and Hitchens, 2006) were looked into.

HN(CA)CO sequence (Clubb et al., 1992), with the implemented intraresidual filter, was selected for the basis of the development. Instead of established HN approach, Hα was selected to be the observable nucleus. Alpha-proton based detection approach has been presented in the past (Olejniczak and Fesik, 1994; Bottomley et al., 1999). Single, detached correlation spectrum would be of little use and, therefore, second complementary pulse sequence was planned. Ideally these two sequences would link sequential residues. Many of the established sequences establish the link through N and C’ (Cavanagh et al., 2007). The correlations of i(HCA)CO(CA)NH matched with these, improving the utility of both pulse sequences. Following the established suit, overlap was designed to include both N and C’ nuclei.

Implementation

This work presented two pulse sequences with each two variants: iH(CA)NCO, iHCAN, H(CA)CON and H(CA)CON with alternative implementation. Following the naming conventions of the field (Queen’s University, Canada), the sequences produce H(i)-C'(i)-N(i), H(i)-Cα(i)-N(i), H(i)-C'(i)-N(i+1) and H(i)-C'(i)-N(i+1) correlation spectra, respectively. The presented pulse sequences have options of labelling Cα instead or in addition of C’. In the sequences signals from glycine residues exhibit phase difference of π in comparison to other residue signals.

iH(CA)NCO begins with Hα INEPT yielding Hα-Cα coherence. Next step is t2 labelling. The labelling section bears resemblance to scheme presented in Figure 8. While the overall transfer shape is similar, the delays are adjusted accordingly. T_A=(4J_{C'N})^{-1}, T_{CC}=(4J_{C'N})^{-1}, (4J_{C'N})^{-1}-(2J_{C'N})^{-1} and T_{C}=(4J_{C'N})^{-1}. Similarly, the resulting coherence is C_z(i)N_z(i)cos(ω_{C'}t_2). The following is the transfer onto nitrogen and t1 labelling by standard labelling technique. The coherence is refocused in the middle of incrementation delay by simultaneous π pulses on H, Cα and C’. After these, the coherence is brought back to proton for observation by N-Cα INEPT and Cα-Hα INEPT backtransfers.

iH(CA)NCO coherence transfer pathway is presented in detail in Figure 13. Correlated nuclei are presented in short form in Figure 12. The iH(CA)NCO and can be condensed in following
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manner:

\[
H^\alpha \overset{1J_{HC}}{\longrightarrow} C^\alpha \overset{1J_{C\alpha N}, 2J_{C\alpha N}, 1J_{C\alpha C'}}{\rightarrow} C' \quad [T_A - t_2; 1J_{C'N}, 1J_{C\alpha N}, 2J_{C\alpha N}]
\]

\[
1J_{C\alpha N},2J_{C\alpha N},1J_{C\alpha C'} \rightarrow N \quad [t_1] \quad 1J_{C\alpha N},2J_{C\alpha N} \quad C^\alpha \overset{1J_{HC}}{\rightarrow} H^\alpha \quad [t_3]
\]

**Figure 12.** Correlated nuclei in iH(CA)NCO sequence.

**Figure 13.** Schematic representation of iH(CA)NCO pulse sequence.

**iHCAN** produces correlation between \(H^\alpha(i)\)-\(C^\alpha(i)\)-\(N(i)\), as presented in Figure 14. The sequence begins with \(H^\alpha\) INEPT. The following segment implements the intra residual filter, which was presented in the section 6.1.2. The coherence at this point is \(N_z C^\alpha\). Next is the \(t_1\) labelling with nitrogen frequency. Sequential part is sensitivity- and gradient-enhanced coherence-order selective coherence transfer (COS-CT) (Reiss et al., 2002) incorporated with \(t_2\) labelling with \(C^\alpha\) frequencies. Lastly, the coherence is transferred back to the alpha proton via INEPT backtransfer.

**iHCAN** transfer scheme described above is presented in detail in Figure 15, and can be presented in a compact form as follows:

\[
H^\alpha(i) \overset{1J_{HC}}{\longrightarrow} C^\alpha(i) \overset{1J_{C\alpha C'}\text{ or } J_{C\alpha N}}{\longrightarrow} C'(i) \overset{1J_{C'N}, J_{C\alpha N}}{\rightarrow} N(i) \quad [t_1]
\]

\[
J_{C\alpha N}, J_{C\alpha C'} \rightarrow C(i) \quad T_N = t_2 \quad 1J_{HC} \rightarrow H^\alpha(i) \quad [t_3]
\]
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Figure 14. Correlated nuclei in iHCAN sequence.

Figure 15. Schematic representation of iHCAN pulse sequence.

**H(CA)CON** produces H(i)-C'(i)-N(i+1) correlation spectra, as seen in Figure 16. The pulse sequence begins with H<sup>α</sup> INEPT leading into coherence H<sup>α</sup>C<sup>α</sup>. The sequence continues by additional INEPT-like scheme with the middle π pulses replaced by Shaka-6 composite pulse (Shaka, 1985), which refocuses C<sup>α</sup> and inverts C' spins. Typical resonance frequencies for the C<sup>α</sup> and C<sub>β</sub> are 57 ppm and 37 ppm, respectively (Kjaergaard and Poulsen, 2011). Offset of a Shaka-6 composite pulse at 20 ppm is zero (Shaka, 1985). This leaves coherence between C<sup>α</sup>-C<sub>β</sub> to evolve during the INEPT 2T<sub>C</sub> delay. This coherence must taken into account if the pulse sequence segment is migrated to other pulse sequences. The excitation profile covers serines and threonines rendering their coherence development moot. Next is the transfer to N(i+1), during which t<sub>1</sub> labelling is implemented. This is carried out by incremental adding t<sub>1</sub> increment time steps during π pulses on C<sup>α</sup> on timepoints t<sub>4</sub> and t<sub>3</sub>. Additionally, there is π pulse on C' channel in middle of the incrementation delay, which is for refocusing the magnetization and to obtain the actual transfer. Coherence is then returned to alpha proton by INEPT backtransfer protocols.

**H(CA)CON** coherence transfer pathway is depicted in detail in Figure 17, and can condensed in following manner:

\[
egin{align*}
H^\alpha (i) \xrightarrow{1 \ J_{HC}} C^\alpha (i) \xrightarrow{1 \ J_{C\alpha C'}} C'(i) \xrightarrow{1 \ J_{C' N}} N(i+1) [t_1] \\
\xrightarrow{1 \ J_{C' C}} C'(i) [2T_A - t_2; 1 \ J_{C' N}] \xrightarrow{1 \ J_{C' N}} C^\alpha (i) \xrightarrow{1 \ J_{HC}} H^\alpha (i) [t_3]
\end{align*}
\]
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Figure 16. Correlated nuclei in H(CA)CON sequence.

Figure 17. Schematic representation of H(CA)CON pulse sequence.

H(CA)CON alternative version is a rework of the version published H(CA)CON pulse sequence (Sayers and Torchia, 2001), correlating the same nuclei as the original and depicted in Figure 18. The original implemented the labelling scheme during out transfer phase, whereas the presented does the labelling during backtransfer phase. The scheme is presented as starting position for the pulse sequence development for the other sequences in the Article II. The pulse sequence is presented in Figure 19.

Figure 18. Correlated nuclei in H(CA)CON alternative implementation sequence.
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Results

The work produced three novel pulse sequences. Fourth pulse sequence presented in the article is a reworked version of the original H(CA)CON pulse sequence presented in literature (Sayers and Torchia, 2001). The three sequences expanded upon prior experiments by molding them to utilize H\(^{\alpha}\) approach. The approach yielded notable improvement in signal intensity and resolution when tested against flexible sections of proteins and IDPs. In practice, the assignment coverage was more extensive than that one carried out with established pulse sequences. The sequences enable glycine discrimination via phase distinction. Identification of signals from certain amino acid type may prove powerful in automated assignment (Zawadzka-Kazimierczuk et al., 2012).

Effectiveness of iH(CA)NCO was evaluated against HCAN (Ottiger and Bax, 1997). When measuring on small globular proteins, coherence transfer efficiencies of both sequences were almost the same: 0.22 for iH(CA)NCO and 0.23 for HCAN. However, when measuring on IDPs, the efficiencies were 0.121 and 0.077, indicating a clear advantage of the novel sequence. The effect stems from the predominant \(^{13}\)C'-\(^{13}\)C\(^{\alpha}\) transverse relaxation in the proposed pulse sequence. The significant relaxation mechanism causes the sequence to produce poor results when measuring on large globular proteins.

iHCAN diverges from iH(CA)NCO by labelling C\(^{\alpha}\) instead of C', yielding signal-to-noise enhancement by factor \(\sqrt{2}\). Maximum labelling time in second indirect dimension is 28 ms, enabling superior resolution in C\(^{\alpha}\) dimension.

H(CA)CON utilizes the Shaka-6 composite pulse to refocus stemming from \(^1J_{C\alpha-C\beta}\) interaction, causing significant sensitivity improvement. However, serines and glycines fall in the resonance offset of the excitation profile of the pulses, impairing their sensitivity. The tradeoff was recognized, but no feasible workaround was implemented. C' \(t_d\) labelling is done in HMQC fashion. Totality of the transfer period \(2T_A\) is used for labelling yielding resolution enhancement by factor of two. The approach suffers from high transverse relaxation rates during \(t_1\) labelling due to N-C' MQ coherence.

6.4 Expanding the H\(^{\alpha}\) approach

Basis

Pulse sequences presented in Articles I and II provide simple sequential assignment protocol. However, in practice a single assignment pathway is rarely enough. An assignment by linking through only a common resonance easily leads to fragmented assignment chain. Misassign-
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ments and incapability to distinguish between signals or signal from background noise are the main sources of assignment errors. In order to solve this problem, the goal was set to establish additional coherence pathways. HNCO pulse sequence (Clubb et al., 1992) was selected for the development starting point. Goal was set to transfer and implement the proven modifications devised in articles I and II.

Implementation

Third Article presents a set of two experiments (HCA)CON(CA)H and (HCA)NCO(CA)H. The experiments continue on the Hα approach. The (HCA)CON(CA)H sequence produces correlation between Hα(i), N(i) and C′(i-1), as depicted in Figure 20. (HCA)NCO(CA)H produces the correlation spectrum between Hα(i-1), C′(i-1) and N(i), as seen in Figure 22. The spectra are essentially the same experiment, but the coherence transfer pathways are in diverging directions.

(HCA)CON(CA)H begins with Hα INEPT followed by INEPT-like transfer to C′ by utilizing the Shaka-6 composite pulse. This is similar to scheme presented in Article II. Similar to INEPT, the resulting coherence is CαzC′z. The following is constant time t1 labelling. Frequencies are labelled while transferring to nitrogen yielding coherence CαzC′zNy cos(ΩC′t1). The following is nearly identical constant time t2 incrementation with nitrogen frequency yielding coherence [NzCα(i-1)Nz(i)] cos(ΩNt2). The latter coherence is deliberately built to correlate the i-1 Cα and i nitrogen. NzCα coherence evolves to HαC+ and again to H− coherence. This is obtained via selective coherence transfer scheme (Kay et al., 1992). The first pathway yields sequential correlation peak. The latter term (Cα(i-1)Nz(i)) in turn evolves to H− coherence, which is modulated by ωH(i) instead of ωH(i). The selection between sequential coherence and auto-correlation coherence is done by establishing transfer delay TCN to either 12.5 ms (1/4 1JCN) or 28 ms (1/2 1JCN). While these numbers do not exactly match theoretical maximums, they are experimentally determined compromises. The transfer period of 2TCN has also implemented intraresidual filter, which causes similar phase difference as described in Article I.

The (HCA)CON(CA)H transfer scheme described above is described in Figure 21, and can be presented in compact form as follows:

\[ \begin{align*}
H^\alpha(i-1) & \overset{1,JC\alpha\rightarrow C\alpha(i-1)}{\xrightarrow{1,JC\alpha\rightarrow C\alpha(i-1)}} C\alpha(i-1) [2TA-t_1; 1JC\alpha] \\
& \xrightarrow{1,JC\alpha\rightarrow C\alpha} H^\alpha(i) [t_3]
\end{align*} \]

(HCA)CON(CA)H

Figure 20. Correlated nuclei in (HCA)CON(CA)H sequence.
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Figure 21. Schematic representation of (HCA)CON(CA)H pulse sequence.

(HCA)NCO(CA)H sequence is conceptually a mirror image of (HCA)CON(CA)H. The sequence begins with $H^\alpha$ INEPT followed by $C'-N$ INEPT transferring coherence to nitrogen in either the same residue or following, depending on selected transfer delay ($T=1/4 J_{C\alpha N}$ or $T=1/4 J_{C\alpha N}$). What follows, is constant time $t_2$ labelling by nitrogen frequencies. The scheme is in same form as presented prior in Equation 14 leading into coherence $N(z)C'(z)\cos(\omega N t_2)$. Next is constant time $t_1$ labelling in carbon dimension. The labelling scheme is again similar to previous labelling pattern. Coherence is returned to proton for observation via two step transfer. The $C'\alpha$ INEPT-type implemented with Shaka-6 composite pulse and standard INEPT backtransfer scheme.

(HCA)NCO(CA)H is described in Figure 23, and can be presented in compact form as:

$$
H^\alpha(i) \xrightarrow{^1 J_{H^\alpha C\alpha}} C\alpha(i) \xrightarrow{^1 J_{C\alpha N}, ^1 J_{C\alpha N}} N(i) \[2T_{NC} - t_2; ^1 J_{C\alpha N},^2 J_{C\alpha N}\] 
\rightarrow C'(i-1) \[2T_A - T_1; ^1 J_{C\alpha N}\] \rightarrow C\alpha(i-1) 
\xrightarrow{^1 J_{C\alpha N},^1 J_{C\alpha N},^1 J_{C\alpha N}} H^\alpha(i-1) \[t_3\]

Figure 22. Correlated nuclei in (HCA)NCO(CA)H sequence.

Figure 23. Schematic representation of (HCA)NCO(CA)H pulse sequence.
Results

Article III introduces two pulse sequences (HCA)CON(CA)H and (HCA)NCO(CA)H, which are both based on the previously introduced $\text{H}^{\alpha}$ approach. The article demonstrates the effects in length and essentially answers and takes advantage of the properties of IDPs, which are described in the previous section. (HCA)CON(CA)H establishes correlation spectrum between $\text{H}^{\alpha}(i)$-$^{15}\text{N}(i)$-$^{13}\text{C}'(i-1)$. As for (HCA)NCO(CA)H, it establishes correlation spectrum between $\text{H}^{\alpha}(i)$-$^{13}\text{C}'(i)$-$^{15}\text{N}(i+1)$. In familiar manner, glycines exhibit phase difference of $\pi$ in respect to signals from other residues.

Calculations show (HCA)CON(CA)H to yield 10% overall sensitivity enhancement when compared to H(CA)NCO (Yamazaki et al., 1997). In practice, as the molecule size grows, the (HCA)CON(CA)H shows even more significant sensitivity enhancement over the H(CA)NCO. When measuring IDPs the proposed sequence provides resolution enhancement by factor of 2. The transfer efficiency of (HCA)CON(CA)H to be only 0.18, which is worse than that of H(CA)CON's 0.29. However, at higher field strengths the CSA causes H(CA)CON lose signal during long transitions from $^{13}\text{C}'$ to $^{15}\text{N}$ and back.

Combination of the presented pulse sequences intertwine, forming a logical continuum. The development cycle began with pulse sequences included in most assignment protocols. Modifications were designed to meet the challenges set by the properties of IDPs. Resulting pulse sequences enable full backbone assignment based solely on pulse sequences utilizing $\text{H}^{\alpha}$. Additionally, i(HCA)CO(CA)HN overlaps with $\text{H}^{\alpha}$ pulse sequences, enabling amide proton assignment. The presented pulse sequences work with established sequences forming secondary pathways for assignment purposes, as well as ways to assigning $\text{H}^{\alpha}$ signals. The simplest form of walkthrough logic can be traced through $\text{C}'(i)$ resonance, which is common for both iH(CA)NCO and (HCA)CON(CA)H. Sequential walk options are not limited to common $\text{C}'$, but additional overlapping nuclei are available as seen in Figure 25. Assignment pathway is depicted in Figure 24.

![Figure 24](image)

Figure 24. Assignment protocol presented in schematic form.
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Figure 25. Demonstration of overlapping resonances on a number of pulse sequences.

Only practical aspects, like relaxation, noise and transfer efficiency, limit the number of labelling dimensions. Resolution and, hence, assignment process benefit from additional labelling dimensions. Improved signal separation enables more complicated pulse sequences. In theory, expanding (HCA)CON(CA)H experiment into 4D would be straightforward. Hypothetical (HCA)CONCAH would require only editing constant time labelling scheme during 2T\textsubscript{CN} delay when the coherence is transferred to C\textalpha. Coherence transfer pathway discrimination should also be included, but this would not be an issue. Each added dimension multiplies the total experiment time by a factor, which is the function of the measurements points in that dimension. In practice the experimental dimensions are restricted to three. Even when measuring IDPs in which relaxation is less of an issue, 4D experiments require just too much time. A possible solution to time required by additional dimensions would be non-uniform sampling (NUS) (Marvasti, 2001).

Non-uniform sampling

The NMR correlation spectrum is constructed from individual FID spectra. Each of the FIDs are recorded with a unique combination of incremental timings. From these, one is able to carry out discrete multidimensional Fourier transformation as described in Equation 15. In practice, multiple additional spectra are recorded to obtain phase sensitivity and to improve signal to noise ratio, but these are not relevant for the purposes of NUS theory.

\[
H(n_1, ..., n_l) = \sum_{k_1=0}^{N_1-1} \cdots \sum_{k_l=0}^{N_l-1} h(k_1, ..., k_l) \left[ e^{-2\pi i n_1 / N_1} \cdots e^{-2\pi i n_l / N_l} \right] 
\]

(15)

Magnetization requires long time to relax, thus, reducing time points in directly detected dimension does not reduce the time required to record a transient. However, the number of measurement points in indirect dimensions directly affects the experiment time. Typical 3D NMR experiments require 10-24 hours to run. Adding a dimension would multiply the required time to the scale of week(s). Clearly, this is not a feasible approach.

Simple approach in collecting frequency data is to collect oversampled data set. While this is a tried and proven method, it is inefficient. A way to improve the efficiency is to reduce the sampling points in non-linear manner. This technique is commonly known as non-uniform sampling (Marvasti, 2001). NUS technique produces artifacts, which are function of the sampling function. Each signal from the sample generates additional artifact signal, which is function of the sampling function. In addition to the number of signals, the artifact signal function is proportional to signal amplitude of the peak.

NUS is not feasible when measuring spectra, which display wide dynamic range of peak intensities, like NOESY, for example. However, the artifacts can be calculated and compensated in the after-processing, according to convolution theorem as well as other ways (Press \textit{et al.}, 2007; Kazimierczuk \textit{et al.}, 2007). This takes post-processing time and likely is not able to remove all the noise, but has proven to be useful in discriminating between signals.
6.5 Improvement of structure refinement

Basis

Spatial restraints within a protein are typically determined via NOESY spectrum. The distances are usually determined between protons, but other nuclei may be utilized as well. However, gyromagnetic difference between isotopes renders protons to be superior choice compared to others. Conformation can be calculated from assigned NOE signals, but just as in every experiment, there exists a margin of error. Structure refinement is done to reduce the uncertainty. A way to refine the structure is include J coupling and residual dipolar coupling data to structure calculation (Tjandra et al., 1997). In case of very small proteins full structure has been determined solely from J couplings and RDCs (Andrec et al., 2001).

J couplings and furthermore residual dipolar couplings are easily measured by established methodology (Wang et al., 1998), HNCO-TROSY or similar, for example. However, these approaches suffer similarly when measuring IDPs for the same reasons as pulse sequences aimed at the backbone assignment. The fourth Article acknowledged this deficiency and was aimed at solving the challenge by improving labelling scheme in an established pulse sequence.

Implementation

MQ-HNCO-TROSY is based on HNCO-TROSY pulse sequence (Yang et al., 1999). Just as the original sequence, the novel sequence was designed to select either TROSY (Nietlispach, 2005) or anti-TROSY component (Yang and Kay, 1999). Overlaying the components resulting in double resonance peaks in nitrogen ($t_2$) dimension, enabling the measurement of the $(J+D)_{NH}$ couplings between amide and amide proton. The original pulse sequence is designed in through-and-back format. However, it executes the $t_2$ labelling during backtransfer segment. In the MQ-HNCO-TROSY the $T_2$ labelling is executed during both transfer schemes. This essentially utilizes the full transfer times $2T_N$ for labelling.

The novel sequence is built with coefficient $\kappa$, which controls the $t_2$ incrementation step length. Utilizing this approach requires post-processing to obtain comparable results as measured split is function of $\kappa$. The factor enables the MQ-HNCO-TROSY to be converted to HNCO-TROSY by selecting $\kappa=0$ and inserting additional block $\kappa_2t_2$ with refocusing $\pi$ pulses in the middle.

The sequence begins with standard INEPT followed by coherence transfer to $C'$ in previous residue, during which the first part of the $t_2$ labelling is performed in constant time fashion. The following is the labelling in $C'$ dimension with refocusing pulses in the middle of $t_1$, to refocus $N$ chemical shift evolution and two refocusing pulses in $C^\alpha$ frequency. During the backtransfer period $2T_N$, similar labelling is performed as in outward transfer scheme: in constant time fashion with refocusing pulse after $2T_N-t_2/2$. Lastly, the coherence is moved to proton via TROSY backtransfer scheme.

MQ-HNCO-TROSY is presented in Figure 26, and can be presented in compact form as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
H_N^N(i) &\xrightarrow{1\ J_{HN}} N(i) \xrightarrow{1\ J_{NC'}} C'(i-1) \xrightarrow{[2T_N - \kappa t_2/2; 1\ J_{NH}]} \\
C'(i-1) [t_1; J_{CN}] &\xrightarrow{J_{CN}} N(i) \xrightarrow{[2T_N - \kappa t_2/2; 1\ J_{NH}]} N^N [t_3]
\end{align*}
\]
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Figure 26. Schematic representation of MQ-HNCO-TROSY pulse sequence.

Results

Article IV presents an improved way to measure J couplings. The MQ-HNCO-TROSY experiment yields a line width improvement compared to HNCO-TROSY sequence. The improvement is \( e^{\frac{(1+\kappa)R_2 T_2}{2}} > 1 \), where \( \kappa \) is \( \geq 0 \). \( \kappa \) determines modulation on the split in chemical shift between TROSY and anti-TROSY peaks. TROSY peak can be observed at frequency \( \omega_N - \pi J_{NH} \) and the anti-TROSY peak at frequency \( \omega_N + \kappa \pi J_{NH} \). Resulting split must be readjusted in order to gain comparable results. Maximal width improvement is obtained by utilizing full \( 2T_N \) transfer periods for labelling while \( NC' \) coupling develops. In the experimental setup, resolution in the nitrogen dimension was improved by the factor of two.

Clear-cut advantage for the presented MQ-HNCO-TROSY is the total experiment length. Compared to HR-TROSY HNCO (Hu et al., 2009) the presented scheme requires less time than the counterpart. HR-TROSY-HNCO sequence requires more extensive phase cycling and, thus, time consumption clearly favors MQ-HNCO-TROSY version. However, utilizing large \( \kappa \) is not without drawbacks, as the random error scales along with the \( \kappa \). This leads to a tradeoff between precision and scaling random error. Literature points the precision to be a function: \( \Delta J_i = \frac{LW_i}{SN_i} = \frac{\kappa_i + 1}{\kappa_i + 1} \Delta J_j \) (Yang and Kay, 1999; Bax et al., 2001).

Article IV presents a sequence focused on structure refinement via determination of J couplings and consequently RDCs. The effects of fast transverse relaxation typical in anti-TROSY transition are reduced in the presented scheme. The resulting sequence provides superior line width as well as resolution.

Overall, this thesis is concentrating on the improvement of the NMR methodology on studying IDPs. This is done by proposing novel pulse sequences and eventually assignment protocol for IDP backbone assignment. Basis for the works was a recognition of the limitations of established HN-based sequences when studying mobile, proline rich and unstructured protein segments. Improvements implemented into the sequences include glycine-specific phase discrimination, HA-based approach, and improved labelling techniques. Additionally, the last work improves structure refinement with improved labelling scheme. The works demonstrate strength by outputting improved signal-to-noise ratio and resolution, which is shown through extensive assignment ratios. The sequences have been designed with IDPs in mind, there is nothing hindering utilization in globular proteins or protein like structures. For assessment of the significance of the presented sequences see the Article in question.
7 Conclusion

When it comes to a mere structure determination of biomolecules, NMR cannot excel over X-ray crystallography. This is apparent from the fact that 87.7% of all the structures in Protein Data Bank (RCSB, b) has been determined by X-ray crystallography. Each method has its strong-points. Combination of multiple techniques would be ideal, but lamentably not too common. While NMR cannot compete with X-ray crystallography in either the speed of determination or in the size of structures, the NMR method can address protein dynamics. Capability to observe dynamics is especially important when studying IDPs and IDSs, whose defining factor is motion. This work has focused on improving the NMR methods to study intrinsically disordered proteins.

The IDPs have turned out to be an important category of proteins. They have been shown to be involved in many processes in the eukaryotes as well as in the prokaryotes (Pancsa and Tompa, 2012). In traditional respect, IDPs are not functional proteins, since they adopt functional forms only when provided with binding partner. However, their importance has been established many times over. Structural properties of the IDPs, cause the established protocols for structure determination to fail, or are inept in sensitivity and resolution.

This thesis presents a number of NMR pulse sequences with a view to to improve the method to study highly mobile structures. The ensemble of the pulse sequences form an improved protein backbone assignment protocol. Additionally, a sequence is focusing on structure refinement. We have worked to alleviate signal overlap, improve on proline and glycine detection, and to reduce signal loss. The implemented elements can be incorporated to other sequences. However, as with all pulse sequence segments, some tailoring must be done. For example, the labelling element in Article IV is directly transferable to other sequences.

While the proposed family of pulse sequences can be applied to globular proteins, the sensitivity and resolution cannot compete with established sequences. However, the presented pulse sequences excel over the established ones when measuring IDPs. Each sequence was tested in practice to reproduce the assignment of known IDPs.

Increasing magnetic field strength and improving instrumentation as well as software enable longer and more complicated NMR experiments. One way to improve the existing protocols is to incorporate sequences, which correlate nuclei in additional dimensions beyond the standard three. Protocols incorporating four dimensions are already a reality (Bermel et al., 2012). However, this is not a viable option in every case as the sample stability and fast relaxation of NMR signal restrict the pulse sequence length. The spectral crowdedness is limiting also studies of globular proteins. This limitation can be lifted by expressing globular sections separately or even by more sophisticated methods (Øemig et al., 2009).

Obviously, it requires time and effort to master modern research methods. Accordingly, one is inclined to specialize on particular methods. While this is necessary to produce cutting edge results, the specialization also limits the view on possibilities of study and verification. Therefore, I hope that combination of multiple techniques becomes more common approach to solve problems in structural biology. For example, an overall structure determination could be done with one effective method and thereafter dynamics and function could be studied with more sophisticated method. Multidisciplinary inquiry is often encouraged but in practice it is rarely achieved.

Biosciences continue to develop in both applications and understanding of processes in biosystems (Ledford, 2011; Eiraku et al., 2012; McNeish, 2004; Chena et al., 2012; Novarino et al., 2012). The methodological progress is a part of this process. Desire to rationally engineer protein structure and activity is not a new one (Richardson and Richardson, 1989). Improved experimental methods are an easy answer to meet the ever rising demands on product quality and process safety. We must be able to follow, study and eventually validate proposed treatments and reaction pathways. This work expands the possibilities of study the biomolecules and thus enables more complex reaction pathways. I hope this work will contribute to the under-
standing of the nature of biomolecules.
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